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The maintenance function has gained an important role to promote sustainability, reducing industrial impacts and guaranteeing assets availability and product quality while keeping resources and energy consumption under control. From the one hand, maintenance guarantees the compliance of processes and products, and reduces their impacts on society, and surrounding environment. From the other hand, it must be a sustainable business function by itself and limit its flows and impacts generated during all maintenance activities. Moreover, Industry 4.0 technologies bring high potentiality for enhancing maintenance management and execution, which is an opportunity for integrating the sustainability dimension. In this context, adopting sustainability in maintenance requires a comprehensive look covering not just the maintenance processes but also technologies involved in their realization. The aim of this session is to present the state-of-art of theoretical developments and applications of Industry 4.0 technologies in the area of sustainability in maintenance in various industry sectors. Topics and themes can include but are not limited to:

- Drivers and barriers for the implementation Industry 4.0 technologies in sustainable maintenance;
- Intelligent decision support for sustainable maintenance practices;
- Human factors, industrial ergonomics, and safety in smart and sustainable maintenance;
- Modelling and simulation of smart and sustainable maintenance systems;
- Big Data analytics for sustainable maintenance;
- Digital-twin-driven intelligent maintenance for sustainability;
- Internet of Things solutions in maintenance for sustainability;
- Data-driven maintenance and product lifecycle management systems;
- Asset and maintenance data management for sustainability and circular economy
- Predictive and prescriptive maintenance for sustainability
- Operator 4.0 concept for smart and sustainable maintenance
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